JANUARY MEETINGS
THURS. EVENING MEETING-7PM
JANUARY 2, 1997, MACHINIST HALL
AND
FRI. DAYTIME MEETING-9:30AM
JANUARY 3, 1997, MACHINIST HALL

The January meetings will showcase the Minnesota Quilters Annual Show and Conference. The event is being hosted by the show committee from Duluth, who will run the meetings along the same lines as the Schoolhouse format, used at the September 1996 meetings. We will have tables set up around the room with show committee members answering questions and showing examples of our teacher’s work, books they have written, magazine articles about them and talking about the classes we are offering.

Our slide show has been turned into a narrated video and will run continuously in the board room, adjacent to the large meeting room. We will also be selling our beautiful indigo sweatshirts for the first time, and raffle tickets will be available for our Lake Superior Mariner’s Compass quilt. We will also have an information table, where we can, hopefully, answer your questions about coming to the show in Duluth. We are going to be having a lot of fun…hope you will too!

…Claudia & Shirley

1997 FEBRUARY MEETINGS

Plan for a special meeting with Sharon Newman as our speaker for the MQ Lecture Series meetings. Sharon will share with us on Thursday Evening: Treasures From Yesteryear: MAKING QUILTS FROM VINTAGE BLOCKS

Friday morning: TWENTIETH CENTURY QUILTS

Plan to join us. Sharon will bring to us her experience as an appraiser and administrator of the American Quilter’s Society Appraiser Certification Program as well as her almost twenty years as a speaker, teacher and shop owner. Bring a friend!

NEWSLETTER DEADLINE

The newsletter will now be on its regular schedule. The holidays are over (well, almost)! See page 2 for more details.

1997 DULUTH SHOW & CONFERENCE

This month you will be inundated with mail from the Duluth Show Committee. In fact, I’m sure you will be saying “enough, already!” First, some of you who have participated in the Small Quilt Auction in the past, will get a special request to again share your time and talent, and donate a small quilt to our auction. Then, all of our membership will get a photo of our quilt and a plea to either sell or buy the five raffle tickets that are included.

The grand finale will come the week after Christmas, when you will get your registration brochure for the Show and Conference. To you, it may seem like we are pestering you, but to us, it just points up to how very important each and every one of you is to our Minnesota Quilters organization.

We need your help, your input, your participation. The MQ mission is quilt education. This is a large umbrella, covering speakers at the monthly meetings, television quilting programs, scholarships to quilting classes, support for quilt collections and showings at historical societies and galleries. It covers awards given at quilt shows and new books and videos for our lending library.

The annual quilt show and conference is the only fund raiser we hold during the year. So please, when you get your mailings, give the requests a second or third thought, and help out.

TRAVELING TO THE DULUTH SHOW & CONFERENCE?

Tom Stevens has arranged with Northwest Airlines - for anyone flying into Duluth between June 9 & June 18, staying over a Saturday night, to get at least a 5% discount off the lowest fare. By taking advantage of this offer, you will also become eligible for a drawing for a free airline ticket. Call 1-800-328-1111, 7:30 AM to 7:30 PM, use the code, NYA44-Group and mention the Machine Quilters Showcase. You or your travel agent may also make arrangements, using the code.

THANKS TOM!

Please note the correct phone number below:

THE INN ON LAKE SUPERIOR
350 Canal Park, Duluth 55802
218-726-1111 for reservations
MQ members please make this correction to your Dec. issue and other materials.

HOW DO I GET TO AN MQ MEETING?? — DIRECTIONS:
Machinists’ Hall — 1399 Eustis Street, St. Paul. From Highway 280 take Como Ave. exit. If coming from I-94, turn right at the bottom of the ramp. If coming from the north, turn right on Eustis Street. (Health Partners [was Group Health] building is on the right.)
LIBRARY LINES

I volunteered at the Smithsonian show at the St. Paul Civic Center during October and November. I hope many of you saw the show. Up to 22,000 attended the show daily, getting a chance to view some history from the past, including two great quilts. The nineteenth century quilt was displayed flat and at an angle with controlled lights. It had five appliquéd blocks arranged with four plain blocks with very close random quilting (1/16th inch apart) and incredible trapunto work. Many quilts of this type are shown and talked about in several books in the MQ Library. The other quilt in the show was the first quilt Yvonne Porcella made to specifically hang on a wall. Primarily bright vertical color stripes with a few random triangles, it is an exciting piece. Be sure to check out the books by Yvonne in the MQ Library.

We also have books on contemporary quiltmaking. Please ask a volunteer to help in finding the book you need.

Many of you are interested in the state quilt projects. Several books were written as a result of the different state projects are in the library. Be sure to ask.

Volunteers are always appreciated at both the evening & daytime meetings. Remember, the hours volunteered at the MQ Library count towards the Volunteer Pin.

Three books and four magazines may be checked out until the next meeting at Machinists Hall. They cannot be renewed. If you are unable to return them at the next meeting, please mail them Fourth Class Book Rate to Minnesota Quilters, 1399 Eustis Street, St. Paul, MN 55108. Fines for overdue material is $1.00 per item, per month. Please return items promptly.

This is YOUR library. If there is a book you want, please call me at 612/338-4360. A machine is waiting for your call.

BLOCK OF THE MONTH

JANUARY MEETING: we will draw for the “SPINNING STAR” block ~ ~ ~

DECEMBER winner of the BLOCK OF THE MONTH was... AUDREY MEAD

Won 11 Blocks of “Gingerbread Man”

Please join us in the block of the month drawing. See page 5 for the next project & how to become a winner!
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NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear MQ Members

The turkey is put away, the dishes are washed, and the hectic holiday season is just beginning. You will probably be reading this after Christmas, when there is a lull in the activities, and you are getting recharged for the New Year.

Oh, the anticipation of starting new projects and finishing one already in progress! Do any of you keep a diary of your projects? I always intend to do that. Maybe that will be one of my New Year’s resolutions. It sounds better to me than “No New Fabric Till The Show”, or “I’ll Finish Two Projects Before I Start A New One”, or “I’ll Only Buy Fabric For My Current Project”. (Now to get around the resolution, I make scrap quilts, so I can use everything I buy.)

I wonder how many of you kept your 1996 Quilting Resolutions? Why don’t you tell us about them at our January meeting and show us the projects concerning these resolutions! It will be interesting to see how much will power we have as a group.

As we get better known and do more & more projects for our communities and charities, we receive more requests for worthwhile projects. As much as we would like to get all of the MQ membership involved, it gets too unmanageable.

These projects may be better suited to smaller quilting groups. (See Volunteer’s article on page 4).

If your small group would like to participate in a community/charity project, or the annual MQ Show, please let me know.

The January meeting will give us some insight regarding the 1997 MQ Show & Conference in Duluth. Shirley, Claudia, and the entire Show Committee is working very hard to bring us some information about this great annual event. Bring your friends and they will surely get excited about what MQ is all about and maybe insist that you include them in your plan to attend the show!

My family & I hope that your holidays were (are) safe and wonderful. Did anyone actually do any quilting?

NEW STORE! NEW STORE!
GRAND OPENING SATURDAY,
JANUARY 1, 1997. 10 A.M.
FREE GIFTS! DOOR PRIZES!

GRAND REMNANTS
1692 GRAND AVE.
ST. PAUL, MN 55105
612-698-3233

Fabric-old and new, lace, trim, buttons, patterns, linens, fancywork, drapes, quilts, clothes, jewelry, pottery, dishes, furniture and other items of decor.
A great place to come for inspiration and ideas. Lots of reference materials and a helpful staff. If you have a tax I.D. ask Sue about the wholesale Gold Club.
Store hours: Tues.-Sat. 10-6, Sun.-Mon. 1-5 multi-dealer shop, owner Sue Loomer.

Happy New Year!

PIECE BARB

RESOLUTIONS

January - Judi Smith®

It’s that time of year again - time to make some resolutions for the New Year.
If you haven’t made your quilting resolutions yet, how about these:

I will finish something...
- just pick out one UFO this winter and finish it.

I will volunteer...
- sign up to help at the quilt show in Duluth, make a baby quilt for a local shelter, do something for someone else.

I will try a new technique...
- try hand piecing or machine quilting or use a different color combination from what I usually use.

I will not whine if I don’t win...
- a raffle, a contest, the door prize at the meetings.

I will introduce myself to one new person at each meeting...
- they are just as shy as I am!

I will send one letter of appreciation...
- to a teacher who really inspired me, to one of the MQ board members who work so hard, to someone whose quilt hung at the show and really excited me.

I’m glad I’m part of a worldwide group who are doing what they really love!

Judi
VOLUNTEERS & GIVING...

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA'S CHILDREN'S CANCER RESEARCH FUND
In January of each year, the University of Minnesota's Children's Cancer Research Fund holds a benefit and silent auction. In 1996 Minnesota Quilter's made a quilt we named "Minnesota Christmas", some of you may have quilted on it at the Mall of America.

The CCRF has approached us to make them another quilt for the auction that will take place in January of 1998. This would be a great opportunity for a small quilt group to get involved in a worthwhile service project. If you have any questions or feel that this is something you would like to participate in, please contact me, I would like to hear from you.
Jackie Northrup/President Elect
(see page 2 for address).

WOMEN HANGING BY A THREAD
Life can unravel at any time. Women seem to know that. Women also seem to know how to help each other get through those times.
The School Sisters of Notre Dame in Mankato, Minnesota are asking quilters to become their partners in raising money to help women who are trying to piece their lives back together. We have almost 100 quilts, but need many more to make the event a success.
If you can donate a handmade quilt, an antique quilt or quilt top to be auctioned on August 9, 1997 in Northfield, Minnesota, please contact:
The Sisters of Notre Dame, Office of Development and Communications, 170 Good Counsel Drive, Mankato, Minnesota 56001-3138 or call, 507/389-4213.

MANY STRANGE PLACES TO FIND A QUILT...
MQ Member Judi wrote in to tell us that she found quilts all over the walls at Eddington's in Pillsbury Center in downtown Minneapolis.

Does anyone know how many there are? Maybe Eddington's will let us know how many and some of the patterns that are featured in their lucky establishment. Sounds like a great place for MQ members to have a great quilting dining experience!
Thank you for writing us a note, Judi. Anyone else?

Joan

FABRIC SALE at JACOBSEN'S
419 Division St., Northfield, MN (507-645-4672)
January 6 - 18
25% off usual prints; Hoffman, P&B, RIR.
VIP: specials on books & notions
Mon.-Sat, 9:30-5:30; Mon. & Thurs. till 8
Check out our classes!

LYNGBLOMSTEN CARE CENTER
We are having a volunteer recognition banquet on April 17, 1997. Our theme is "A Work Of Heart" and we would like to display quilts of many colors, both old and new.

Requests for quilts have been sent to our regular volunteers, but we would also like to display others, as we have a large area to use.
We have a secured building and the quilts would be displayed in a manner out of reach of our banquet guests.
Deadline for quilts would be April 14, 1997. If you have any questions or have a quilt that you could display, call Aileen Vanderbilt, Volunteer Department, Lysgblomsten Care Center, 1415 Almond Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108. General phone number is (612) 646-2941.

1999 SHOW COMMITTEE
A number of committee chairs have been named, but there is still time to volunteer to chair a committee. Call Carolyn Peters, 1999 Show Committee Chair (see page 2 for address/phone).
The 1999 Faculty chairs are already planning and going through their files to provide some great teachers. They are planning some interesting events to take advantage of our surroundings, such as a lecture and lunch on a paddlewheeler...
It appears that there may be an event at the Minnesota History Center that will coincide with show. The History Center is planning a weekend festival to celebrate the closing of their exhibit, Minnesota Quilt Project. They would like to plan on having the same weekend. This is being discussed because it would be great to have the Quilt Project available for viewing by a large number of people, such as our MQ members and others interested in quilting.

Patchwork
and Pinsores
324 Elton Hills Drive NW, Rochester, MN 55901
(507) - 288-2040
Hours: 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday; 9:00 AM - 8:00, Tuesday; Closed Sunday
Over 2000 bolts; books; patterns; notions

The Country Peddler Quilt Shop
2230 Carter Ave., St. Paul, Mn 55108
612-646-1756
Hours: M, Th 9:30-8:30 T, W, F, Sa 9:30-5:00
Su 12:00-4:00
January 1 - Open House 12-5 10% off storewide
January 24 & 25 Super Sale
Mary Ellen Hopkins Neighborhood Seminar
Mar 7, 8, 9 SASE

PAGE 4
FEBRUARY BLOCK OF THE MONTH  - "QUAKER TOWN CROSSING"
10-1/2" BLOCK (11" unfinished)

- Wanted -
Small Quilts for Auction in Duluth.
Mail soon to qualify for great prizes!

A special THANK YOU to Joanne Holzknecht for volunteering her time to provide patterns for the MQ newsletter each month! Joanne spent many hours on finding just the right patterns that might appeal to all MQ members. She sent in a whole new group of patterns for us to use in the newsletter during 1997! Thanks, Joanne!

DYFFY'S QUILTS
10 Years Experience Competitive Rates
Machine Quilting Basting Finishing
Myrtle Duffy Barb Duffy Borchert
633-5102 331-5088

338 New Brighton Road
New Brighton, Minnesota 55112
(612) 633-5102 (612) 331-5088

Use 100% Cotton Fabric
JOANNE HOLZKNECHT
2618 65th Ave North
Brooklyn Center
Minnesota 55428
Submitted by Joanne Holzknecht, Brooklyn Center, MN
Drawing for the "Spinning Star" block (December 1996 issue) will be held at the January daytime meeting.
• Add seam allowance to templates.
• Occasionally, printing distorts pattern pieces
• Please check for accuracy before marking!
• Print Name/Address-Attach to backside of block
• To participate, make one or more blocks. Your name will be entered in the monthly drawing.
• You need not be present to win.
• If you are unable to attend the meeting, please mail blocks before meeting date to Joanne.

Aunt Annie's Quilts & Silks
Yukata and Indigo Fabrics Sashiko Supplies
Traditional Cottons Liberty of London Fabrics
Silks Books Classes
Owner dyed and painted fabrics
Expert assistance with color selection
109 Aven Ave S., PO Box 359, Ann, MN 56310
(320) 356-1061
ANNUAL MQ SHOW - "QUILTS ON THE WATERFRONT"
DULUTH - JUNE 12, 13 & 14, 1997

ATTENTION

The 1996 Rochester Show Committee started a great new tradition that we, the 1997 Duluth Show Committee, would like to continue.

As you remember, when you volunteered your time for the Rochester Show, you received a specially designed, limited edition volunteer pin. We are going to offer the same incentive. Our special volunteer pin has been designed by Kathy Maresa, Duluth graphic artist (and quilter) who also designed our logo and show pin. The volunteer pin depicts a viking ship sailing on Lake Superior, and will make a very nice addition to your pin collection.

Carol Hanson, our volunteer co-chairperson, will be at the January meetings, to sign you up...or you may indicate on your registration entry, when and where you would like to volunteer.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

ALL QUILT GUILDS AND GROUPS!

The Duluth Show Committee will be offering a promotional video, about the Conference and Show, that you may borrow to show at your meetings. It runs approximately 20 minutes and, in addition to slides from most of the class offerings, will also include photos and footage of other show events, the convention center and additional things to do in Duluth. You may make a reservation date for the video by calling: Jan Gibson 218/724-0728

We will cover the postage and handling to send it to you, and ask that you pay the return postage.

Please clip the changes below & include in your 1997 show registration information.

Changes in your 1997 MQ Show & Conf. Brochure

Class # Instructor & Class Title
1201 Yvonne Porcella
Basic Silk Painting
A Sewing Machine IS Required
1221 Sue Rodgers
Cutout Trapunto Wallhanging
NO Sewing Machine Required

DULUTH 1997 SMALL QUILT AUCTION
COMMITTEE...

CO-CHAIRS TEAM PETERSON...

Mary Peterson Ellom, Kenne Jean Peterson, Kris Peterson Graves, & Carlye Peterson

Once upon a time, there were four sisters growing up in Northern Minnesota. Like children everywhere, these four sisters had their spats but they grew up to be the best of friends. One of the common threads that bound these four sisters together was their love of fine needlework. One day, sister #1 said, "Why don't we run the Small Quilt Auction for the 1997 Quilt Show and Conference in Duluth?" Since we all have our separate talents she thought, collectively, we could do this job and still have plenty of time for quilting.

The four of us get together frequently for "Sisters Weekends", which are mainly R&R and sitting around in our jam-mies sewing. We have done several joint projects and have planned tons more! We have so many ideas (what else is new) and frequently over-estimate the time involved in a project and under-estimate the time we have available. Sound familiar? Anyone else have a problem like this? One of us still buys only the exact amount of fabric needed for a project but we're working on her! Of course, being as competitive as we are, we also have to try and out-do each other.

We are all working on our contributions to the Small Quilt Auction, are you? Some sisters are even working on TWO! One sister is just dipping her toes into quilting but she is valiantly working on her contribution.

We hope you are planning on being at the Duluth Show, and contributing and bidding on your favorite small quilt. And we'll all love to meet you!

FASHION SHOW COMMITTEE

Fashion Show: A Jacket Challenge

Now is the time to start planning for our Minnesota Quilters Fashion Show in Duluth. It will be a Triple Treat, featuring: Rachel Kinsey Clark's coats, and Linda McGehee's, Art to Wear and You.

You are invited to participate in our MQ Challenge. CREATE A JACKET: any style, any color, any combination of fabrics, as long as it is pieced, appliqued, or quilted as an integral and visual part of the fashion. Audience will be voting on their favorites and you may be awarded one of several prizes. The Fashion Show committee is hoping for a great response and wonderful jackets for all to see.

So...

Get your creative thoughts together and think JACKET. The Fashion Show will be the event on Thursday evening, it'll include dessert and great fashions. Plan on attending.

MACHINE QUILTERS SHOWCASE

You may have noticed in the last newsletter, that Marcia Stevens is presenting a Machine Quilters Showcase that will be held in conjunction with the MQ show in Duluth, June 12 & 13.

There will be an exhibit of 100 quilts by the country's leading machine quilters, in addition to demonstrations on the big quilting machines and vendors catering especially to the needs of machine quilters. The Showcase will be held in the Ballroom, lower level of the Holiday Inn, and will draw machine quilters from all over the country. We are very pleased and excited that this will give our show attendees even more quilts to look at, more demonstrations to watch, and maybe, a new career in machine quilting for someone. However, it also means that you will want to get your hotel rooms, classes, Banquet, and Fashion Show tickets reserved, ASAP!
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL
SNOWFLAKE DAYS QUILT SHOW

Marquette Bank-Coon Rapids, Minnesota and
Minnesota Quilter's, Inc.

will co-sponsor a quilt show featuring doll quilts, wall hangings,
and miniature size quilts at the Marquette Bank, Coon Rapids.
February 7 through February 16, 1997, in celebration of
Snowflake Days.

Entries will be open to the public. Viewers (the public) will
be selecting the Grand prize winner, plus first, second and third
place. The Grand prize winner will receive a $100 savings bond,
first place will receive a $50 savings bond. Second and third
place will receive a stuffed raccoon.

RULES
1. Size: doll quilts, wall hangings, and miniature quilts up to
   24”x 36”.
2. No more than two entries per person.
3. All entries must be completed by entrant.
4. Each entry must have an identification tag firmly attached to
   the back of the quilt.
5. No entry forms will be accepted after JANUARY 14, 1997.
6. Return entry form to:

   Elonda Stratton
   16566 Aragon Street Northwest
   Andover, Minnesota 55304
   Or for more information, call 623/823-8597
7. Quilts are to be delivered to Elonda Stratton, or the Marquette

WANTED

Small Quilts

in Duluth. We are going to be having a lot of fun...hope you will too!

...Claudia & Shirley

1997 FEBRUARY MEETINGS

Plan for a special meeting with Sharon
Newman as our speaker for the MQ
Lecture Series meetings. Sharon will share
with us on Thursday Evening: Treasures
From Yesteryear: MAKING QUILTS
FROM VINTAGE BLOCKS
Friday morning: TWENTIETH
CENTURY QUILTS

Plan to join us. Sharon will bring to us
her experience as an appraiser and admin-
A full-tine store, with tons of material, wonderful
displays, unique threads, cross stitch fabrics,
teddy bear supplies, sunshine and more!

All in Stitches
1426 Fifth Place NW
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 281-9872

From Hwy 52, take Civic Center
Dr. Go one block and turn right
(south) onto 16 Ave. Take first left
onto 5th Place NW. We are in the
building next to Perkins North.
UNITED EFFORT

AQS is launching a drive to have a commemorative quilt stamp issued in 1999 - the Society’s 15th anniversary year - to celebrate American quilts and quilters.

Only one U.S. postage stamp featuring a quilt design has ever been issued, and that stamp was part of the 1978 American Folk Art Series issued almost twenty years ago. This basket design was a hit with quilters, many of whom purchased first day issues, commemorative envelopes, quilt kits, and paper patterns from that occasion.

AQS is proposing that a new quilt stamp be created, and you can help support that request. Members of the Stamp Advisory Committee must be convinced of the importance of quilting, before they will recommend a quilt stamp to the Postmaster General. Your letter of support can help educate these members about quilts and their importance. It will be exciting to demonstrate how significant and far reaching quilting is today!

Send AQS an envelope of supporting materials, including a letter with your feelings about quilts and the impact of quilting and quilts on your life, newspaper clippings about quilt events, anything that shows quilting is important to you and to others. These letters should be addressed to the Citizens Advisory Committee, c/o AQS, P.O. Box 3290, Paducah, KY 42002-3290.

AQS will forward these individual letters to the Stamp Advisory Committee.

AQS also needs your help in spreading the word. This advisory committee is deluged each year with over 1,000 proposed stamps, so many thousands of letters are needed, to impress on committee members the importance of quilting. With such competition, a petition will not be effective, we need 250,000 separate envelopes, each containing an individual’s story and clippings about the value and importance of quilts.

Dedicated to promoting the accomplishments of today’s quilters and honoring the traditions of the past, AQS is honored to propose a quilt design stamp for 1999.

Have a safe & warm New Year. May you all look forward to a wonderful quilting year!

(That is; I hope you finish all those quilt projects that you plan on doing!)

LINE of MQ News is JANUARY 1, 1997. MQ News is printed monthly by Minnesota Quilters, Inc. and sent by first class postage. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without prior written permission of Minnesota Quilter’s, Inc. Printed in the United States of America. Copyright information is not necessarily the opinion of MQ, Inc.

GOLDSTEIN GALLERY
September 29 - January 12, 1997
Coming Apart At the Seams, Style and the Social Fabric in the 1920’s.
University of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus
McNeal Hall, 2nd Floor
M-F 10-4 pm, Th 10-8 pm, Sat & Sun 1:30-4:30 pm Admission is free.